Airship Adventures - Slow Motion Fun

FLY THE LEGENDARY ZEPPELIN AIRSHIP
See California in a whole new way. Climb inside one of the world's only flying Zeppelin NT Airships for an incredible slowflying adventure. Everything looks better from the wide open window of a Zeppelin.
Fly over the Golden Gate Bridge, the Hollywood Sign, the Queen Mary and more. See some of California's most famous
landmarks from above. A variety of flight profiles and flight locations are available to both individuals and groups.
The Zeppelin NT "Eureka" is bigger than a Boeing 747 and cruises at a leisurely 35 mph. At that speed, you're traveling just
slightly faster than the average seagull. The gentle pace makes it easy to capture great photos of the sights below or simply
sit back and enjoy every detail beneath you. Every seat is a window seat in the "Eureka"…and we mean every seat.
The "NT" in Zeppelin NT stands for "new technology". The "Eureka" features a rigid airframe, covered in the same hightech material used to make NASA spacesuits. The airship is filled with non-flammable helium and has been designed for
optimum safety and comfort.
Home for the Airship "Eureka" is historic Moffett Field, near San Francisco. Moffett Field is a former airship base, located
deep in the heart of Silicon Valley. The field is home to the prestigious NASA Ames Research Center. Flights also depart
from Long Beach and Oakland.
E-mail or call Incredible Adventures today for further details: 800 644-7382

THIS ADVENTURE IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE. PLEASE CALL
800-644-7382 for INFORMATION ON OTHER OPTIONS.

PROGRAMS & PRICING
A variety of incredible airship adventures are available, including private charters for special events. For complete details,
contact Incredible Adventures today. In the meantime, here's a sampling of programs:
Individual flights:

Start at $495 plus tax*

Learn to pilot an airship (open to licensed pilots only):

$2950 plus tax*

One hour private charter flight for up to 12 passengers:

$5940 + tax*

Two hour private charter for up to 12 passengers:

$11,880 + tax*

*Tax is 7 1/2% plus a $3.60 per person fee

E-mail or call Incredible Adventures today for further details: 800 644-7382
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